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To all whom it may concern: 
Beit known that I, AUGUSTU's E. BAKER, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 

O 

invention as applied to use. 
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Hartford, in the county of Hartford and State 
of Connecticut, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Railroad-Switch. Sig 
nals; and I do hereby declare the following to 
be a full, clear, and exact description of the in 
vention, such as will enable others skilled in 
the art to which it appertains to make and use 
the same, reference being had to the accompa 
nying drawings, and to letters or figures of 
reference marked thereon, which form a part 
of this specification. 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of the present 
Fig.2 shows, in a 

plan view, this invention as adapted for use, 
the top of the shifter-box being removed and 
the connecting-wires uncovered. Fig. 3 is a 
detail, showing, in plan view, on line a a of 
Fig. 1, the mechanism in the signal-box for 
operating the signal. Fig. 4 is a plan view, 
showing several of the shifting-boxes as in po 
sition when the signals indicate “safety.” 
This invention relates to improvements in 

railroad-switch signals; and the novelty con 
sists more particularly in such construction 
and arrangement of the parts making up the 
whole device that, whatever number of switches 
are attached to the signal, if one or more of the 
said switches are misplaced, the signal will 
show “danger” until all the switches are set 
right, all as will now be more in detail set out 
and explained. 

In the accompanying drawings, A denotes 
any main railroad-track, and B, C, and D side 
or branch tracks, either of which can be con 
nected to the main track by means of the 
switches E or F, as the case may be. The said 
switches connect, respectively, by rods ef, at 
tached to and running under the track; or 
said rods may each be in two parts, one ex 
tending from the switch to and connected with 
the rail nearestit, and the other part connected 

45 with the opposite rail of the track in like man 
ner, and at the other ends with the ends of the 
sliding bars G and G', one of which, G, is adapt 

SO 

ed to be moved in or out of the shifting-box E, 
and the other, G, in and out of box H, so that 
the movement of their respective switches shall 
actuate the bar connected with it. 

To the two pins h h, set in each one of the 
sliding bars, one about a fourth of the length 
from one end and the other in like position on 
the other end, are pivoted the links i, one on 
each side of each pin h, the other ends at said 
links extending, respectively, to and jointed on 
the vibrating levers k, of which there are four 
in each box, two on each side of each of said 
sliding bars. Thus when the sliding bar is 
moved in or out of the shifting-box the mo 
tion is conveyed by said links to the said le 
vers. The opposite side of each of said levers 
is connected to an arm, l, of which there is one 
sliding in each end of the shifting-box, by 
means of a chain, or in any desired way, the 
outer end of each of said arms l on that side 
toward the signal-box having a wire, m, con 
nected to it, and on the opposite side, at l, the 
said outer arm is attached to a wire, im', con 
nected with the like end of the arm l of an 
other shifting-box, while the arm l on the in 
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ner side of the said box, at its inside end, l', 
has a wire, n, to be connected with another 
shifting-box if there is one otherwise left free. 
When there are two of the shifting-boxes H 

H', as now shown, or when more, the two outer 

75 

ones connect by the wires on with the weighted 
lever 0 in each signal-case P, which are inline, 
but at a little distance from the main track, 
this lever being connected by a link, q, with 
an arm, r, on the vertical rods, which carries 
on its upper end the signal T, which is easily 
made to actuate said signal according as the 
wire n is moved by the operation of switches. 

It will be observed that the wires connect 
ing between shifting-boxes do not have any 
function in operating the mechanism in the 
boxes, but merely extend through the said 
boxes to the signal at either side. In use this 
will be at either terminus of the railroad-sta 
tion. Therefore, in operating the shifting 
boxes to show “danger, the main wires are 
drawn into the shifting-boxes, and when the 
switch is set right the mechanism to show 
“safety” is within the signal-case. 

It is preferred to use covers on the shifting 
boxes and signal-cases to protect them from 
the weather. and danger of being interfered 
with. The connecting-wires may be run on 
rollers above ground, or in pipes, or covered or 
otherwise protected. 
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With this explanation of the detail of con 
struction of my invention, I will now proceed 
to describe the operation. 
When the main track A is clear and in or 

der, as shown at switch E, the signalsTT will, 
by means of the apparatus in the shifting-box 
H, be set straight; but if the main track is 
not clear or in order, as shown at switch F, the 
mechanism of box H will so control each of 
the two signals as to show by their misplace 
ment, which may be more or less, that the main 
track is out of order. When, now, the track is 
in proper order and the way clear, the shifting 
boxes will have the parts all in due order, as 
shown in Fig. 4, and then the signals will show “safety.” 
By my said invention all the switches at a 

station turn-out or crossing can be attached to 
a signal or signals at all the approaches in 
such a manner that all the signals shall indi. 
cate “danger' if any one switch is misplaced. 

Having thus described my invention, what 
I consider new, and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent, is 

1. The combination, with a railway-switch 

and signals located each way at a distance 
therefrom, of a shifting-box provided with 
mechanism, substantially as described, and a 
sliding bar connecting with the switch, where 
by the correctorincorrect position of the switch 3o 
will be signaled, substantially as set forth. 

2. The sliding bar connected to a railroad 
switch and combined with slotted links i i, 
and vibrating leversk, and sliding arms l, and 
wires m, n, and in, substantially as set forth. 35 

3. In a railway-switch signal, the combina 
tion, with one or more switches and sliding 
bars connected there with and signals located 
at a distance each way therefrom, of a corre 
sponding series of shifting - boxes provided 4d 
with mechanism, substantially as described, 
whereby the displacement of either switch from 
the main track will be indicated by both sig 
nals, substantially as set forth. 

In testimony whereof I affix my signature 45 
in presence of two witnesses. 

AUGUSTUS BASTINGS BAKER. 
Witnesses: 

JOHN ALDEN STOUGHTON, 
LEWIS SPERRY. 

  


